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Abstract. The emerging event-based sensors have demonstrated out-
standing potential in visual tasks thanks to their high speed and high
dynamic range. However, the event degradation due to imaging under low
illumination obscures the correlation between event signals and brings
uncertainty into event representation. Targeting this issue, we present a
novel suppression-strengthen network (S2N) to augment the event fea-
ture representation after suppressing the influence of degradation. Specif-
ically, a suppression sub-network is devised to obtain intensity map-
ping between the degraded and denoised enhancement frames by un-
supervised learning. To further restrain the degradation’s influence, a
strengthen sub-network is presented to generate robust event represen-
tation by adaptively perceiving the local variations between the center
and surrounding regions. After being trained on a single illumination
condition, our S2N can be directly generalized to other illuminations to
boost the recognition performance. Experimental results on three chal-
lenging recognition tasks demonstrate the superiority of our method. The
codes and datasets could refer to https://github.com/wanzengy/S2N-
Suppression-Strengthen-Network.

Keywords: Event camera, Event degradation, Event-based recognition,
Motion evolution

1 Introduction

Event cameras are neuromorphic vision sensors that continuously encode the
brightness changes of scene and asynchronously output a sequence of events as

I(x, y, t)− I(x, y, t−∆t) ≥ p · C, (1)

where I(x, y, t) denotes the brightness on pixel location (x, y) at time t, ∆t
is the time interval between adjacent event at the same pixel, p indicates the
direction of the brightness change and C is the contrast sensitivity. Benefited
from the difference imaging mechanism, event camera has many advantages (e.g.,
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Fig. 1. (a) Measured event rate and noise level versus illumination intensity. The noise
level is calculated by counting the number of events in a still scene. (b) The captured
scene with traditional frame camera. (c) With the decrease of illumination intensity,
the noise level of the event camera gradually increases and the real activity events
gradually reduce, which will attenuate the amplitude of feature response and destroy
the completeness of structure as in (d). The red box and yellow box in (c) and (d)
marks area under different illumination conditions.

high dynamic range, low power consumption, and microsecond-scale temporal
resolution [6, 9, 12, 23, 29, 49]), and shows great application potential in many
visual and robotics tasks [2, 4, 7, 28,30,39,44,47,48].

Despite the numerous advances of event-based vision, current event sen-
sor prototypes, e.g., DAVIS240, still bear unconventional sensor degradation
[14, 19, 36]. As shown in Fig. 1 (a, c), the output of the event camera is suscep-
tible to noise (e.g., background activity noise), and the noise level is inversely
proportional to illumination. In addition, the lower illumination also weakens
the signal photocurrent and pixel bandwidth [16,25,31], resulting in the number
reduction of activity events. The event degradation will obscure the correlation
between event signals, resulting in errors and uncertainties in the generated rep-
resentations, as shown in Fig. 1 (d).

Recently, some event-based recognition methods have been proposed to cap-
ture the spatial-temporal correlation from event stream with orderless aggregat-
ing or graph [5, 40, 45]. However, these methods ignore the influence of event
degradation, which is inevitable in low light or low reflection environments.
And this will lead to noisy and incomplete feature representations and result
in recognition performance drop significantly. To address this problem, we pro-
pose a novel Suppression-Strengthen Network (S2N), which consists of two sub-
networks: Noise Suppression Network (NSN) and Feature Strengthen Network
(FSN), accounting for noise reduction and feature enhancement, respectively.

Specifically, in the first stage, the NSN is devised to obtain intensity mapping
between the degraded frames and the denoised enhancement frames by unsuper-
vised learning. To distinguish the real activity event and random noise, three
novel discriminant loss functions are introduced by exploiting the fact that,
in a small neighborhood, the events are originated from the identical motion,
while noises are not. In the second stage, a novel FSN is presented to guar-
antee the completeness of the feature by motion evolution perception and local
variations encoding. The Evolution Aware Module(EAM) from FSN is firstly de-
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signed to perceive the motion evolution in each direction, resulting in a motion
evolution map. Then through the Density-adaptive Central Differential Convolu-
tion(DCDC) process, the local center-surrounding variations of map are progres-
sively encoded and adaptively aggregated into a complete event representation.
Evaluations on three challenging event-based recognition tasks demonstrate the
promising performance of our proposed method under variant illuminations. In
summary, the main contributions of this paper are:

1. We propose the first S2N framework that considers event noise and real
activity events reduction in event-based recognition to improve the inference
accuracy and model robustness under various illumination conditions.

2. We devise a suppression sub-network to reduce random noise and enhance
event frame contrast by learning an intensity mapping between the input
and enhanced frames in an unsupervised manner. And subsequently, we pro-
pose a strengthen sub-network to generate robust event representation by
perceiving the motion evolution with adaptive aggregation.

3. We collect two novel event-based datasets for gait and character recog-
nition under variant illumination conditions, termed DAVIS346Gait and
DAVIS346Character, respectively.

4. Our model can be well generalized to other illuminations after being trained
in a single illumination scene, without fine-tuning. Extensive experiments
on three challenging tasks show that our network outperforms the SOTA
methods on various illumination conditions.

2 Related Work

In this section, we mainly review recent works, including event denoising and
event-based recognition methods.

2.1 Event Denoising

One of the main challenges for event-based vision tasks is excessive noise. Con-
sidering the gap between events and RGB images [1,12,17,34,41], it is difficult to
directly utilize the denoising method for RGB images in event-based work. Most
existing event denoising methods work by exploiting the spatio-temporal corre-
lation. Liu et al. [27] used the eight neighborhood pixels of an incoming event
and considered it as noise if there lacks enough event support. Khodamoradi et
al. [18] filtered BA (background activity) noise with compound memory cells,
one for storing polarity and another for timestamp to improve the denoising pro-
cess. Padala et al. [32] utilized the temporal correlation and spatial correlation
and proposed filter with two layers to denoise. Wang et al. [42] tried to calculate
the optical flow of events by local region fitting and remove the event above the
threshold. Feng et al. [11] reduced the event noise based on the event density in
the spatio-temporal neighborhood. The EDnCNN network [3] was developed for
event denoising through labeling the probability of each event. These methods
consider the noise effect but ignore the influence on activity event reduction,
leading to an incomplete structure in the feature space.
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Fig. 2. The overall structure of S2N. The event stream will be firstly converted into the
even frames as input and be send to the noise suppression network for noise reduction
and contrast enhancement in an unsupervised manner. Next, the enhanced frames
are transmitted to the Evolution Aware Module to extract the motion evolution map.
Then, the evolution map is put into the density-adaptive central differential convolution
process to extract the complete event representation.

2.2 Event-based Recognition

Benefited from high-dynamic-range and high temporal resolution proprities, the
event camera is widely applied to assist recognition tasks. Lagorce et al. [10,21,
22, 36] proposed event-based spatio-temporal features called time-surfaces and
classified 36 characters by hand-crafted feature extractor. J.A.Pérez-Carrasco et
al. [33] tried to accumulate the fixed-length event stream equally into an event
frame and leveraged simple 4-layer CNN to learn to recognize the poker card
symbol. Lee et al. [35, 37] proposed to use SNN (Spiking Neuron Network) to
extract event stream features. However SNN lacks an effective way to train the
network and needs to work on specific hardware. Wang et al. [40, 45] treated
the event steam as point cloud and extracted the spatio-temporal structure with
order-less aggregating through pointnet. Some recent works paid attention to
graph convolution network [5, 24, 43] to extract spatio-temporal relations by
building event graph. Also, a two-stage approach [42] was proposed to solve
the noise interference by exploiting local motion consistency and desined a deep
neural network to recognize gait from the denoised event stream. However, these
recognition methods are susceptible to event degradation, while our work di-
rects at enhancing the model’s robustness to event noise and real-activity event
reduction.

3 Suppression-Strengthen Network

Our proposed Suppression Strengthen Network (S2N) contains two sub-networks:
Noise Suppression Network (NSN) and Feature Strengthen Network (FSN),
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which are responsible for noise reduction and feature enhancement, respectively
as shown in Fig. 2. Given the event stream as input, we first accumulate the
events within fixed time windows into two-channel frames according to the event
polarity. The red and green colors of the event frames in Fig. 2 correspond to
the event’s positive and negative polarity, respectively. As we have emphasized
above, the event degradation includes event noise and activity events reduction,
which will lead to excessive noise, lower contrast ratio, and structure break-
points in event frames. Thus, we firstly send the event frames to NSN for noise
removal and contrast enhancement in an unsupervised manner (Sec. 3.1). Next,
the enhanced frames are transmitted to FSN to reconstruct the complete struc-
ture under the guidance of gradient prior and generate a motion evolution map,
which is utilized to guide the density-adaptive central differential convolution
for robust recognition (Sec. 3.2).

3.1 Noise Suppression Network

To achieve event denoising and contrast enhancement, we propose a novel un-
supervised Noise Suppression Network (NSN), as shown in Fig. 2 (a). The NSN
contains six layers mixed with plain convolution and inception block [38], and
we adopt the Tanh function as the activation function to output a confidence
mask (denoted as S) of which the value belongs to −1 to 1, and the size is the
same as input event frames. Under the constraints of the specifically designed
loss functions, the weight of mask S will converge to -1 value at the noise po-
sition for suppression, while to 1 at the activity events area for enhancement.
With the confidence mask, the enhanced event frame can be obtained as

Ê(x, y) = E(x, y) + S(x, y)E(x, y) (1− E (x, y)) , (2)

where Ê(x, y), E(x, y), S(x, y) represents the intensity of enhanced event fra-
me, input event frame and the mask at coordinate (x, y), respectively. Given
E(x, y) ∈ (0, 1) and S(x, y) ∈ (−1, 1). The Eq. (2) satisfy three constraints: 1.
Capable of non-linear stretching to enhance the contrast; 2. Ensure the output
is between [0, 1] without overflow truncation; 3. Monotonous and derivable. We
choose the second-order formula E(1− E) in Eq. (2) for easy implementation.

Loss functions. To ensure that the confidence mask can effectively sup-
press noise and enhance activity events, we propose three loss functions: noise
suppression loss, enhancement loss, and consistency loss. The design of the loss
functions is based on the observation: in a small neighborhood, the events are
originated from the identical motion while the noises are not. Consequently, we
can distinguish noise from input event signals by local spatial correlation.

Noise Suppression Loss. Based on the above observation, we use a 3× 3
kernel with the center weight of 0 and surrounding of 1 to filter the input event
frame, and the output represents the strength of local correlation between the
center pixel and surroundings. When the response amplitude exceeds a given
threshold, the corresponding events are considered as real activity events; other-
wise, as noise. In this paper, we set the threshold as the mean value of the whole
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image intensity as in Eq. (3). After obtaining the noise distribution, we directly
constrain the enhancement result Ê(x) in the noise region to be 0:

LN =
∑
p∈P

Ê(p),

P = {p |
3∑

i=1

3∑
j=1

(Êi+px,j+py
Wi,j) ≤ Mean(Ê)}.,

(3)

where P represents the set of noise location p, W is a 3 × 3 kernel with center
weight as 0 and surrounding as 1.

Enhancement Loss. The event reduction under variant illumination condi-
tions will result in low contrast of event frame. To this end, we propose enhance-
ment loss to adaptively enhance the intensity of the event frame under different
illumination conditions. The enhancement loss can be formulated as

LE =
∑
p/∈P

(A−
√
A)

2
,

A = 1
k2

k∑
i=1

k∑
j=1

Ê(i, j),
(4)

where k represents the size of the neighborhood and is set as 5 in this paper, and
A represents the average intensity within the neighborhood. Based on Eq. (2),
we can get that A ∈ (0, 1) and A <

√
A. Thus, under the constraint of Eq. (4),

the intensity of event frames can gradually increase. Note that we only perform
Eq. (4) on valid event positions and the vale of

√
A is truncated to greater than

0.5 (empirical threshold) to avoid gradient explosion.
Consistency Loss. To keep the consistent of the enhancement of two polar-

ities in event frames, we propose a consistent loss function, defined as following:

LC =
∑

(Y p − Y n)2, (5)

where Y p is the average intensity value of the positive polarity channel of mask
S, and Y n denotes the average intensity value of the negative channel.

Total Loss. The total loss function can be expressed as

L = LN + λ1LE + λ2LC , (6)

where λ1 and λ2 are trade-off weights. We will represent the effect of each loss
item in the supplementary material.

3.2 Feature Strengthen Network

In this section, we propose the Feature Strengthen Network (FSN) as shown in
Fig. 2. Particularly, an evolution guided density-adaptive central difference con-
volution scheme is proposed to progressively encode the local center-surrounding
variation and adaptively aggregate the features into a complete event represen-
tation under the guidance of the motion evolution map.
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Motion Evolution Map. Due to the influence of event degradation, the input
event frames inevitably exist breakpoints, leading to incomplete feature repre-
sentation. To repair the corrupted information, we exploit the global motion
evolution feature to guide the feature enhancement. Specifically, we first calcu-
late the 8 directional gradient projections of an event frame, as follows:

∇Êi = Wi · Ê, i = 1, 2, . . . , 8, (7)

where Wi represents the ith 3×3 directional kernel as shown in Fig. 2 (b). Then
we perform Global Average Pooling (GAP) [26] on each gradient map to get the
global evolution information as

Zi = GAP (∇Êi). (8)

A larger pooling value corresponds to the direction of the main evolution pat-
tern, while a smaller value corresponds to a direction that is the non-edge or
broken edge region features which should be repaired. So to obtain the complete
evolution pattern, we re-weight the directional gradient map by the Gaussian
function and the normalized global information. The re-weighted map is then
applied to the event frame to obtain the motion evolution map Ẽ:

σi = softmax(Zi) =
eZi∑8

j=1 eZj
, i = 1, ..., 8,

∇Ẽi = ∇Êi exp(−(
∥∥∥∇Êi

∥∥∥/σi)
2),

Ẽ = Ê +Wi · ∇Ẽi,

(9)

where σi = softmax(Zi) represents the normalized global information, Wi rep-
resents a 1×1 convolution kernel and the Gaussian function helps to enhance the
major evolution direction and suppress the weak evolution direction to diffuse
the evolution tendency.

To guide subsequent operations, we need the evolution trend which is irrel-
evant of specific value. There, we perform a binary operation on the motion
evolution map to obtain the trend mask M :

M(x, y) =

{
1, Ẽ(x, y) > T

0, Ẽ(x, y) ≤ T,
(10)

where T represents the threshold and is set to 0 in this paper. Taking the motion
evolution map Ẽ and mask M as input, we perform density-adaptive central
difference convolution to extract the feature.

Density-adaptive CDC kernel Inspired by LBP(Local Binary Patterns),
CDC [46] is devised to extract fine grained features by aggregating the center-
oriented gradient of sampled values, which can ben formulated as:

yec(p0) =
∑
pn∈R

w(pn) · (x(pn + p0)− x(p0)). (11)
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Fig. 3. (a) and (b) depict examples of CDC convolution acting in low-density regions
and high-density regions, where density refers to the local proportion of valid values(>
0), i.e., the average value of the evolution mask (also known as the motion evolution
map binarization). The differential effect of CDC leads to excessive attenuation of low-
density areas. (c) This problem can be suppressed by multiply the mean value of the
mask with the central value to reduce the weight of the central difference term. To
facilitate understanding, we adopt the simplest convolution core of the same p-value.

However, the difference term of CDC will lead to excessive reduction of the
low-density region, as shown in Fig. 3. To solve this problem, we propose a
density-adaptive central difference convolution. Specifically, we perform local
average pooling on the evolution mask M , and get the local valid density θ.

θ(p0) =
1

|R|
∑
pn∈R

M(pn + p0), (12)

where p0 is the central pixel, R is k × k neighborhood of p0 and k is set to 3
there, |R| represents the area of R, the stride of the pooling is set 1 to keep the
size unchanging. It is clear that pixels on structured regions tend to have larger
density values, while the opposite is true for pixels on smooth regions. In each
convolution process, we multiply θ by the central pixel on the difference term,
by adjusting the differential intensity to suppress the attenuation:

yec(p0) =
∑
pn∈R

w(pn) · (x(pn + p0))− θ(p0) · x(p0)). (13)

Besides, to maintain the feature response on smooth regions, we also intro-
duce vanilla convolution and use the hyperparameter C ∈ [0, 1] to tradeoff the
contribution between vanilla convolution and DCDC as

y(p0) = (1− C) ·
∑
pn∈R

w(pn) · x(p0 + pn)

+ C ·
∑
pn∈R

w(pn) · (x(p0 + pn)− θ(p0)x(p0))

=
∑
pn∈R

w(pn) · x(p0 + pn)− C · θ(p0) · x(p0)
∑
pn∈R

w(pn). (14)
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Fig. 4. (a) The event rate of each instance in DAVIS346Gait and DAVIS346Character
datasets. With the illumination intensity decrease, the output of activity events gradu-
ally decreases and noise level gradually increases. The inner lines of the violins represent
the quarterlies. (b) The examples of DAVIS346Gait and DAVIS346Character datasets
under four illumination conditions.

4 Experiment

In this section, we verify the effectiveness of each module in our network, eval-
uate the whole structure on three challenging event-based recognition tasks and
analyze the performance.

4.1 Dataset

We adopt three datasets on three tasks to show the effectiveness of our method,
which are all captured in the real scenes.

DVS128Gesture. The DVS128Gesture [2] is a gesture recognition bench-
mark captured by the DVS128 event camera, which contains 1,342 instances
with 11 kinds of hand and arm gestures from 122 volunteers. DVS128Gesture is
captured under five different illumination conditions, including fluorescent led,
fluorescent, natural, led, and lab, and the illumination intensity is significantly
different. For enough comparison, we segment the raw event stream through a
500ms sliding window and we get 13034 samples for training and 3546 for testing
without the last class which corresponds to random gestures.

DAVIS346Gait and DAVIS346Character. To further evaluate the per-
formance of our method on other recognition tasks, we perform experiments on
gait recognition and character recognition tasks. However, the existing datasets
for the two tasks are not captured under variant illuminations, thus not ap-
plicable for the evaluation. For example, the instances of DVS128Gait [43] are
captured from different volunteers under two illumination conditions. To com-
plement this, we present new gait (DAVIS346Gait) and character (DAVIS346-
Character) datasets captured under four kinds of illumination conditions, of
which the light intensity is 300lux, 120lux, 15lux, and 6lux. Specifically, DAVIS-
346Gait contains 4,320 instances captured from 36 volunteers. And each volun-
teer is captured 30 times for each illumination condition. DAVIS346Character
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Table 1. Ablation study resutlts on DVSGesture dataset. S0: fluorescent led, S1: flu-
orescent, S2: natural, S3: led, S4: lab. We train each model on single illumination
condition and test it on other four conditions. We report the mean accuracy on each
condition. ‘w/o’ means without, ‘w/’ means with. (Acc %)

Model
Train Test
S4 S0 S1 S2 S3

Loss
Functions

NSN(w/o Le) + FSN 91.9 85.8(-11.4) 84.6(-11.5) 67.0(-25.1) 70.3(-21.2)
NSN(w/o Ln) + FSN 96.0 95.9(-1.3) 93.3(-2.8) 86.6(-5.5) 88.0(-3.5)
NSN(w/o Lc) + FSN 96.2 95.9(-1.3) 93.2(-2.9) 88.2(-3.9) 89.4(-2.1)

Modules

NSN + I3D 96.2 92.6(-4.6) 90.3(-5.8) 75.5(-16.6) 82.0(-9.5)
FSN(w/ CDC) 96.4 90.6(-6.6) 89.9(-6.2) 74.5(-17.6) 78.9(-12.6)
FSN(w/ DCDC) 96.9 91.2(-6.0) 91.6(-4.5) 77.4(-14.7) 79.6(-11.9)
FSN(w/ EAM) 97.3 95.3(-1.9) 94.0(-2.1) 82.2(-9.9) 85.9(-5.6)
FSN(w/ EAM & DCDC) 96.9 95.3(-1.9) 95.0(-1.1) 84.1(-8.0) 87.6(-3.9)

NSN + FSN 97.3 97.2 96.1 92.1 91.5

Table 2. The results comparsion on DVS128Gesture dataset. We train each model
on single illumination condition and test it on all five conditions. We report the mean
accuracy and variance after four conditions test. (Acc %)

Methods S0 → all S1 → all S2 → all S3 → all S4 → all

I3D 94.1±2.9 92.7±5.2 91.4±2.3 93.0±2.3 84.5±9.1
ResNet34 82.6±7.8 83.9±8.1 85.7±5.5 85.3±2.6 72.2±13.1

PointNet++ 86.7±2.3 87.6±3.4 85.0±2.7 87.2±2.5 83.3±5.8
EST 93.8±2.2 94.0±2.6 88.1±3.9 93.3±5.1 85.3±8.0

VN + I3D 93.9±1.5 93.6±2.0 92.1±2.6 92.1±1.9 83.0±8.3
IN + I3D 92.3±4.6 93.7±3.3 91.9±1.8 92.6±2.0 81.9±9.8
VN + EST 91.3±3.1 87.1±5.2 87.6±3.6 88.5±2.9 79.1±8.8
YN + EST 89.7±4.6 90.8±5.7 86.6±2.5 90.0±2.2 78.3±14.3

S2N 97.2±0.8 94.6±1.4 95.3±2.2 94.6±1.4 94.7±2.8

dataset is also captured under the same illumination condition, which contains
34,560 instances with 36 kinds of characters from 0-9 and A-Z. Due to space
limitations, please refer to the supplemental material for more details about our
data collecting process.

4.2 Implementation Details

The S2N is implemented in PyTorch and trained on an NVIDIA 3090 GPU. We
use Adam [20] optimizer with learning rate periodically decaying from 1e-4 to
1e-6 and train each model for 25 epochs with a batch size of 16. The NSN will
be pretrained firstly on the same training data and then the weight fixed. The
λ1 and λ2 in Eq. (2) are set to 1 and 10 respectively to keep loss balance, and
the C is 0.3. Note that FSN is adapted from different backbones in different
tasks, specifically, I3D in gesture recognition, EV-Gait-IMG in gait recognition
and ResNet34 in character recognition.
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Table 3. The results on DAVIS346Gait dataset. L0, L1, L2 and L3 represent the
illumination condition of 300lux, 120lux, 15lux and 6lux respectively. (Acc %)

Methods L0 → all L1 → all L2 → all L3 → all

EST 29.7 48.6 47.5 29.8
EV-Gait-3DGraph 25.9 29.2 21.7 19.6

VN + EV-Gait-IMG 68.6 56.8 84.6 51.6
YN + EV-Gait-IMG 75.0 82.3 75.0 55.6
VN + EST 51.8 49.1 47.3 26.5
YN + EST 39.5 63.6 58.2 26.2

S2N 88.4 94.3 96.3 90.3

Table 4. The results on DAVIS346Character dataset. L0, L1, L2 and L3 represent the
illumination condition of 300lux, 120lux, 15lux and 6lux respectively. (Acc %)

Methods L0 → all L1 → all L2 → all L3 → all

ResNet34 27.0 70.0 90.5 78.5
EST 29.4 90.7 90.0 88.7

VN + ResNet34 34.8 75.3 76.4 68.6
YN + ResNet34 30.9 66.7 63.3 52.1
VN + EST 47.7 83.2 86.0 77.2
YN + EST 34.7 51.4 58.9 44.1

S2N 78.9 91.4 95.7 92.1

4.3 Ablation Study

We use the instances of lab scene in DVSGesture as training set and the other
four scenes as test sets. Table 1 shows the results from different combinations
of loss functions in NSN training and modules in our network. The result shows
that each loss term contributes to better recognition results, with the exposure
loss being the most important. And the EAM(Evolution-aware Module) and
DCDC(Density-adaptive CDC) can strengthen feature effectively and consis-
tently improve performance. Combining with the NSN(Noise Suppression Net-
work), our whole network performs best, which again validates the effectiveness
of each proposed module under variant illumination scenes.

4.4 Comparisons Against SOTA methods

We compare our S2N against SOTA methods on three challenging event-based
recognition tasks.

Performance on DVSGesture. We compare our method with four SOTA
recognition methods: I3D [8], ResNet34 [15], PointNet++ [40], and EST [13].
Besides, to demonstrate the effectiveness of our NSN, we also compare our S2N
with SOTA denoising methods: VN [42], and YN [11] and report the results of the
denoising methods combined with recognition models, including I3D and EST.
We train each model on a single illumination condition and examine the per-
formance on the other four illuminations, respectively. The results are shown in
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Table 5. Denoising methods comparison. To be fair, we uniformly use I3D as the fea-
ture extractor to compare the impact of the denoising algorithm on feature extraction.
We train each model on a single illumination condition and test it on the other four
illuminations. S0: fluorescent led, S1: fluorescent, S2: natural, S3: led, S4: lab. (Acc %)

Methods
Train Test
S4 S0 S1 S2 S3

I3D 97.5 90.3 87.0 75.0 78.4

VN + I3D 94.2 86.5(-3.8) 86.8(-0.2) 74.1(-0.9) 76.2(-2.2)
YN + I3D 97.3 83.7(-6.6) 84.1(-2.9) 70.5(-4.5) 77.9(-0.5)

NSN + I3D 96.2 92.6(+2.3) 90.3(+3.3) 75.5(+0.5) 82.0(+3.6)

Raw event frame VN YN NSN

L
2

L
1

L
0

L
3

Fig. 5. Denoising comparison of different methods on four illumination conditions. L0,
L1, L2 and L3 represent the illumination condition of 300lux, 120lux, 15lux and 6lux
respectively. Compared with VN and YN, our NSN effectively removes the noise while
preserving the original activity events.

Table 2. Our method is 1.9% higher than the SOTA method I3D in recognition
accuracy. It demonstrates that our proposed S2N can effectively suppress the in-
fluence of noise and strengthen the robustness of feature representation. Besides,
compared with the combination of event denoising and recognition methods, our
improvement is at least 1.3 % which is also significant. Furthermore, the overall
variance of our results is smaller than other methods, which demonstrates the
stability of our method.

Performance on DAVIS346Gait. We compare our method with SOTA
gait recognition methods: EV-Gait-3DGraph and EST, as well as EV-Gait-IMG
and EST combined with VN and YN. We randomly sample 50% data in each
class and use it as the training set and the rest data as the test set. We train
our model on one illumination condition and test it on other illuminations. The
results are shown in Table 3. As can be seen, our method achieves the best
performance under all illumination conditions.
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Raw event frame I3D YN + I3D NSN + FSN (S2N)VN + I3D NSN + I3D
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Fig. 6. The feature map visualization of different methods including I3D, YN + I3D,
VN + I3D, NSN + I3D and our model S2N. The feature maps are from the output of
the first layer of models. We select the features of the same channel, normalize, and
then display them in pseudo color for visualization.

Performance on DAVIS346Character. We compare our method with
two character recognition methods: ResNet34 [15] and EST [13], as well as
ResNet34 and EST combined with VN and YN. Like in DVSGesture and DAVIS-
346Gait, We train each model on one illumination condition and examine the
performance on the other four illuminations, respectively. The results shown in
Table 4 validate the excellent performance of our method.

The above results demonstrate that our proposed method can be generalized
to various recognition tasks. Furthermore, our method can be directly used to im-
prove the performance under variant illumination conditions without fine-tuning.
While the performance of point-distribution-dependent methods, like EV-gait-
3DGraph and Pointnet++, drop significantly because of the event distribution
difference between variant illuminations.

4.5 Performance Analysis

Noise suppression results To demonstrate the effectiveness of our proposed
NSN, we compare our NSN with VN and YN qualitatively and quantitatively.
From Fig. 5, we can observe that although VN can remove the noise to a certain
extent, the enhanced results still have noise residual. While the YN algorithm
can efficiently remove the unfavorable noise, the activity events are also ob-
scured. Different from VN and YN, our NSN effectively removes the noise while
keeping the original activity events unchanged. Furthermore, our NSN can also
enhance the intensity, which boosts feature response and improve the recognition
accuracy, as shown in Table 5. As the illumination scene changes, our NSN can
stably remove the noise and enhance frame intensity to help to extract features,
which shows our method’s generalization ability under variant illuminations.
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Raw event frame CDC DCDC Residual (DCDC-CDC)

Fig. 7. The guiding role of motion evolution map.

Feature strengthen results We show the degraded feature and the feature
enhancement results of different methods on four illumination conditions of DVS-
Gesture in Fig. 6. Due to the influence of noise, the amplitude of feature response
on discriminative regions is weakened and full of noise. The event denoising al-
gorithm can suppress the influence of noise. However, these algorithms cannot
significantly improve the amplitude of feature response. Compared with them,
our method significantly improves the feature response amplitude on discrimina-
tive regions while suppressing the noise interference. Furthermore, we compare
the feature representation between DCDC and CDC as in Fig. 7, which shows
that the structural information will be well restored under the guidance of the
motion evolution map.

5 Conclusion

In this paper, we propose a novel suppression-strengthen network for event-based
recognition under variant illumination conditions. The NSN sub-network is first
proposed to effectively reduce random noise and enhance the contrast of the event
frame in an unsupervised manner. And then, the FSN sub-network progressively
encodes the motion evolution information and aggregates the information into
a complete representation. After being trained on one single illumination con-
dition, our S2N can be generalized to other illumination conditions. Extensive
experiments on different illumination conditions and three recognition tasks val-
idate the effectiveness of our proposed method.
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